2017 ECOLOGY – SAMPLE TOURNAMENT – DIV C- (YEAR 1)
PART 1 – GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY
STATION A: FOOD WEB

1. Almost all of the energy used by living organisms comes from where?
2. A stable environment should include: why?
A. one type of organism
C. at least one plant and one animal

B. two types of organisms
D. a wide variety of organisms

3. Which organism represents the highest order consumer in the above diagram?
What is the highest order consumer that it represents?
4. What essential part of a food web is not represented on the one above?
Why are they so important to the ecosystem?
5. How many food chains are in this food web?
6. Are there any omnivores on this food web? If so, list them.
7. There are over 1 billion km3 of water on earth. That is 3.8 trillion gallons of water for every
person. So, why should we bother to conserve water and why is the concern about global
warming such a big deal?
8-10. What are the items essential for an organism to survive in any environment?
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2017 ECOLOGY – SAMPLE TOURNAMENT – DIV C- (YEAR 1)
PART 1 – GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ECOLOGY
STATION A: FOOD WEB

1. Almost all of the energy used by living organisms comes from where? sun
2. A stable environment should include: why?
A. one type of organism
C. at least one plant and one animal

B. two types of organisms
D. a wide variety of organisms

3. Which organism represents the highest order consumer in the above diagram? Hawk
What is the highest order consumer that it represents? 5th order
4. What essential part of a food web is not represented on the one above? decomposers
Why are they so important to the ecosystem? recycle materials
5. How many food chains are in this food web? 13
6. Are there any omnivores on this food web? If so, list them. yes, mouse
7. There are over 1 billion km3 of water on earth. That is 3.8 trillion gallons of water for every
person. So, why should we bother to conserve water and why is the concern about global
warming such a big deal? Most of the water on earth is salt water
8-10. What are the items essential for an organism to survive in any environment?
Survival Needs: fresh water, food,raw materials, energy,
oxygen for most organisms, living space, appropriate climate
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STATION B: ENERGY

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Diagram 4
11. What is a trophic level?
12. An energy flow pyramid has kcal/m2/yr. Which diagram 1, 2, or 3 is an energy flow
pyramid?
13. Why do most food chains only have 3 -5 trophic levels?
14. A numbers pyramid represents the actual number of organisms. Which diagram 1, 2, or 3 is a
numbers pyramid? It is from an acre of bluegrass.
15. A biomass pyramid has grams/m2. Which diagram 1, 2, or 3 is a biomass pyramid?
16. What is the 10% rule for the pyramids?
17. Why does diagram 4 not fit the 10% rule?
18-20.What types of activities use up the energy at each trophic level? What percent of the
producer trophic level is actually available for the first order consumer in each of the
pyramids above (figures 1,2, and 3)?
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STATION B: ENERGY

Diagram 1

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Diagram 4
11. What is a trophic level? feeding level
12. An energy flow pyramid has kcal/m2/yr. Which diagram 1, 2, or 3 is an energy flow
pyramid? diagram 3
13. Why do most food chains only have 3 -5 trophic levels? 10% rule – 10% of energy to next level
14. A numbers pyramid represents the actual number of organisms. Which diagram 1, 2, or 3 is a
numbers pyramid? It is from an acre of bluegrass. diagram 1
15. A biomass pyramid has grams/m2. Which diagram 1, 2, or 3 is a biomass pyramid? diagram 2
16. What is the 10% rule for the pyramids? only 10 % of the energy is available for the next level
17. Why does diagram 4 not fit the 10% rule? It is a numbers pyramid and it has only one producer – the tree
18-20.What types of activities use up the energy at each trophic level? What percent of the
producer trophic level is actually available for the first order consumer in each of the
pyramids above (figures 1,2, and 3)?
respiration, growth, maintaining body tissues, body processes,
body temperature
#1 = 12%, #2= 4.6%, #3= 17%
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STATION C: FLOW OF MATTER

21. How does the flow of materials differ from the flow of energy through an ecosystem?
22. The diagram above shows the flow of which chemical?
23. What other chemical cycles are important for life?
24. What is found with carbon in sugars and fats?
25. What is found with nitrogen in amino acids?
26. Which parts of food come from these cycles (raw materials, energy,
vitamins, minerals)?
27. What would happen to the flow of materials if decomposers were removed from
an ecosystem?
28 - 30. Draw the nitrogen cycle.
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STATION C: FLOW OF MATTER

21. How does the flow of materials differ from the flow of energy through an ecosystem?
Matter – cyclic while Energy is only one direction
22. The diagram above shows the flow of which chemical?
Carbon
23. What other chemical cycles are important for life?
Nitrogen, Water, Phosphorus
24. What is found with carbon in sugars and fats?
hydrogen and oxygen
25. What is found with nitrogen in amino acids?
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur
26. Which parts of food come from these cycles (raw materials, energy,
vitamins, minerals)?
raw materials, vitamins, minerals (energy comes from photosynthesis)
27. What would happen to the flow of materials if decomposers were removed from
an ecosystem? it would stop
28 - 30. Draw the nitrogen cycle.
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STATION D: PREDATOR-PRAY RELATIONS

31. Which line (red or green) represents the predator? Why?
32. Which line (red or green) represents the prey? Why ?
33. For how long was this study conducted?
34. What was the largest number of the prey during this study? When was the prey population
the largest?
35. What was the largest number of the predators during this study? When was the predator
population the largest?
36. What factor controls the prey population?
37. What factor controls the predator population?
38-40. What are the limiting factors for this predator-prey relationship within the ecosystem?
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STATION D: PREDATOR-PRAY RELATIONS

31. Which line (red or green) represents the predator? Why? green-smaller #,peaks last_
32. Which line (red or green) represents the prey? Why ? red-larger #, peaks first
33. For how long was this study conducted? 90 years
34. What was the largest number of the prey during this study? When was the prey population
the largest? 150,000 in 1863
35. What was the largest number of the predators during this study? When was the predator
population the largest? 80,000 in 1887
36. What factor controls the prey population? . # of predators
37. What factor controls the predator population? # of prey available
38-40. What are the limiting factors for this predator-prey relationship within the ecosystem?
Limiting Factors: food supply for prey; space available;
other competing species; enemies of prey; producers; weather conditions
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PART 2 – TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS
STATION E: POPULATION DENSITY
DIAGRAM OF THE SAMPLE AREA WITH SYMBOLS
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FOREST FOOD CHAIN
Annual flowers ------> Rodents ------> Fox
41. What is the length & width of the white area in the diagram of sample
in centimeters. Convert the dimensions to meters.
42. What is the area of the sample in square kilometers?
43. Assuming each symbol in the sample area represents a type of
organism, what is the density of the oo’s in sq. kilometers?
44.

Assuming each symbol in the sample area represents a type of
organism, what is the density of the <>’s in sq. kilometers?

45. Assuming each symbol in the sample area represents a type of
organism, what is the density of the []’s in sq. kilometers?
46. Which symbol should represents the producer on the food chain?
What is that producer on the food chain?
47. Which symbol represents the herbivore on the food chain?
What is the herbivore on the food chain?
48.-50. Does this food chain follow the 10% law? Why or why not?
What sampling techniques and community dynamics should
have been observed in studying this food chain and where it
fits into the balance of the ecosystem?
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PART 2 – TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS
STATION E: POPULATION DENSITY - FOREST
DIAGRAM OF THE SAMPLE AREA WITH SYMBOLS
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FOREST FOOD CHAIN
Tree lichens

------> Squirrel ------> Fox

41. What is the length & width of the white area in the diagram of sample
in centimeters. Convert the dimensions to meters. 13.4 cm X 7.2 cm

.134 m X .072 m

42. What is the area of the sample in square kilometers? 0.01 sq. kilometers
43. Assuming each symbol in the sample area represents a type of
organism, what is the density of the oo’s in sq. kilometers? 200 circle organisms/sq km
44.

Assuming each symbol in the sample area represents a type of
organism, what is the density of the <>’s in sq. kilometers? 1400 X organisms/sq km

45. Assuming each symbol in the sample area represents a type of
organism, what is the density of the []’s in sq. kilometers? 2700 triangle organisms/sq km
46. Which symbol should represents the producer on the food chain?
What is that producer on the food chain? triangles – Tree lichens
47. Which symbol represents the herbivore on the food chain?
What is the herbivore on the food chain? squares – squirrel
48.-50. Does this food chain follow the 10% law? Why or why not?
What sampling techniques and community dynamics should
have been observed in studying this food chain and where it
fits into the balance of the ecosystem? No there is not 10% at next level
Sampling Techniques: random samples,
several samples, large enough level of samples plus the
Community dynamics – other food webs, abiotic factors
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STATION F: ADAPTIONS – TUNDRA
Plants and animals must adapt to the environment in which they live. Both the taiga and
Tundra have long cold winters and short summers.
51. Which of the two biomes (tundra or taiga) has the greatest variation in the daily sunlight
through the year? Why?
52. How do the tundra evergreens make maximum use of the available sunlight throughout
the year for photosynthesis?
53. Why do tundra animals such as rabbits change their color during the year?
54. Why do the reindeer of the tundra migrate such long distances?
55. Large numbers of birds migrate to the tundra in the summer to breed. What do these birds eat?
56. What types of adaptations allows animals who stay for the long cold winters to survive?
57. What is the tundra permafrost and how much does it change from season to season?
58. – 60. Explain how oil exploration and transport in the tundra might upset ecological
delicate balances in this biome.
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STATION F: ADAPTIONS –TUNDRA
Plants and animals must adapt to the environment in which they live. Both the taiga and
Tundra have long cold winters and short summers.
51. Which of the two biomes (tundra or taiga) has the greatest variation in the daily sunlight
through the year? Why? tundra – angle of sun causes very long days in summer and very long nights
in winter
52. How do the tundra evergreens make maximum use of the available sunlight throughout
the year for photosynthesis? they keep their needles all year so they can carry on photosynthesis
whenever light is available.
53. Why do tundra animals such as rabbits change their color during the year? protective camouflage –
browns in summer and white in winter
54. Why do the reindeer of the tundra migrate such long distances? the food supply is limited so they travel
to eat ( mainly lichens)
55. Large numbers of birds migrate to the tundra in the summer to breed. What do these birds eat?
mainly the large crop of summer insects – also a few berries
56. What types of adaptations allows animals who stay for the long cold winters to survive?
hibernate, store extra body fat, grow thick fur, burrow into the snow for insulation
57. What is the tundra permafrost and how much does it change from season to season?
the permafrost is a thick permanently frozen layer – only a small portion thaws in
summer and supplies moisture
58. – 60. Explain how oil exploration and transport in the tundra might upset ecological
delicate balances in this biome. The tundra is like a cold desert. The variation of organisms is
limited and impacts to the environment recover extremely slowly.
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STATION G: TAIGA - FOOD WEB

61. Almost all of the energy used by living organisms comes from where?
62. Producers are usually listed on the bottom of a food web – where are they listed on this
Taiga food web?
63. Where are the herbivores listed on this food web?
64. Where are the carnivores listed on this food web?
65. What is the job of the decomposers? What types of organisms serve as decomposers?
66. What do the crossbills eat based upon this food web? What bill modification allows them to
eat more effectively?
67. What are humans (herbivores, carnivores, or omnivores) on this food web? Why?
68-70. What are the items essential for an organism to survive in any environment?
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STATION G: TAIGA – FOODWEB

61. Almost all of the energy used by living organisms comes from where? the sun
62. Producers are usually listed on the bottom of a food web – where are they listed on this
Taiga food web? the left column
63. Where are the herbivores listed on this food web? the middle column
64. Where are the carnivores listed on this food web? the right column
65. What is the job of the decomposers? What types of organisms serve as decomposers?
consumes dead animals or debris - Bacteria or fungi
66. What do the crossbills eat based upon this food web? What bill modification allows them to
eat more effectively? Canopy tree seeds (evergreen) Crossbill breaks into cones
67. What are humans (herbivores, carnivores, or omnivores) on this food web? Why?
omnivores – they eat both plants & animals
68-70. What are the items essential for an organism to survive in any environment?
appropriate climate; water – fresh water; food – raw materials;
energy; oxygen for most organisms living space
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Station H – BIODIVERSITY
71. -73. What is the difference between genetic, species and ecological diversity?

For Questions 74-73, indicate whether the description is for alpha, beta, or gamma diversity.
74. The amount of change between two sites or along a gradient.
75. The diversity of a large geographical area or several habitat sites.
76. The diversity within a site.
77. If each of the sites (1-4) above were compared, which would have the greatest alpha diversity?
78. Which sites would be included in an example of gamma diversity? Why?
79. If you compare the two sites in Region X with the two sites in Region Y,
which site (X or Y) has the greatest beta diversity? Why?
80. Distinguish between richness and evenness in relation to biodiversity.
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Station H – BIODIVERSITY
71. -73. What is the difference between genetic, species and ecological diversity?
Genetic diversity – varies in the genetic make-up among individuals within a single species
Species diversity – variety among the species or distinct types of living organisms found in different
habitats of the planet
Ecological diversity – variety of forests, deserts, grasslands, streams, lakes, oceans, wetlands, and
other biological communities

For Questions 74-73, indicate whether the description is for alpha, beta, or gamma diversity.
74.
75.
76.
77.

The amount of change between two sites or along a gradient. beta
The diversity of a large geographical area or several habitat sites. gamma
The diversity within a site. alpha
If each of the sites (1-4) above were compared, which would have the greatest alpha diversity?
sites 1 and 3 because they have 5 species instead of 3 species
78. Which sites would be included in an example of gamma diversity? Why?
all 4 sites (both alpha and beta diversity contribute to gamma diversity)
79. If you compare the two sites in Region X with the two sites in Region Y,
which site (X or Y) has the greatest beta diversity? Why?
Region Y because it has the a higher turnover of species than region X
80. Distinguish between richness and evenness in relation to biodiversity.
Richness = The number of groups of genetically or functionally related
individuals
Evenness = Proportions of species or functional groups present on a
site. The more equal species are in proportion to each other the greater
the evenness of the site. A site with low evenness indicates that a few
species dominate the site.
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PART 3 – HUMAN IMPACTS ON TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
STATION I: ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

81. What is the independent variable for each of these graphs?
82. What is the dependent variable for each of these graphs?
83. The parts per billion and parts per million are parts of the composition of what?
84. How much did the Methane level increase between 1800 and 1900? Between 1900 and 2000?
85. How much has the Carbon Dioxide level increased since 1800? How much occurred between
1950 and 2000?
86. How much did the Nitrogen Oxides increase between 1800 and 1900? What percent of the
increase occurred between 1950 and 2000?
87. Notice how the curves for these three graphs are very similar. What has caused the sharp
increase in each of these graphs in the past 50 years?
88. – 90. How will the effects of global warming on the large amount of undecayed organic matter from
the taiga and tundra affect these levels carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrogen oxides
over the next hundred years?
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PART 3 – HUMAN IMPACTS ON TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
STATION I: ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS

81. What is the independent variable for each of these graphs? year
82. What is the dependent variable for each of these graphs? parts per million or parts per billion
83. The parts per billion and parts per million are parts of the composition of what? air
84. How much did the Methane level increase between 1800 and 1900? Between 1900 and 2000?
~ 0.2 ppm
~ 1.0 ppm
85. How much has the Carbon Dioxide level increased since 1800? How much occurred between
1950 and 2000? ~ 80 ppm
~ 50 ppm (over half of increase)
86. How much did the Nitrogen Oxides increase between 1800 and 1900? What percent of the
increase occurred between 1950 and 2000? ~ 25 ppb
~ 60 % in the last 50 years
87. Notice how the curves for these three graphs are very similar. What has caused the sharp
increase in each of these graphs in the past 50 years? air pollution
88. – 90. How will the effects of global warming on the large amount of undecayed organic matter from
the taiga and tundra affect these levels carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrogen oxides
over the next hundred years? It could continue to sharply increase
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STATION J: ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
91. -93. What is the human on the tundra ecosystems?

94.-96. How is global warming impacting taiga ecosystems?

Acid rain is a major problem in the industrialized northeastern US.
97-100. Explain how acid rain affects the ecosystems in this area. Why is acid rain so concentrated
in these areas?
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STATION J: ECOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
91. – 93. What is the human on the tundra ecosystems?
One of the biggest threats to the tundra is global warming.
As fossil fuels burn elsewhere on the planet, the atmosphere warms in all locations.
This causes melting of permafrost, resulting in the collapse of tundra ecosystems.
As permafrost melts, it allows frozen plant material to decay, releasing more carbon dioxide and
accelerating global warming
94.-96. How is global warming impacting taiga ecosystems?
Litter begins to decompose putting carbon into the atmosphere
Increases in forest fires
Infestation by bark beetles which is killing the trees and forming tinder to fuel the forest
fires and adding more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere

Acid rain is a major problem in the industrialized northeastern US.
97-100. Explain how acid rain affects the ecosystems in this area. Why is acid rain so concentrated
in these areas?
It lowers the pH of the surface water in the area.
It contributes to damage of trees at high elevations (for example, red spruce trees above 2,000
feet) and many sensitive forest soils.
It also accelerates the decay of building materials and paints, including irreplaceable buildings,
statues, and sculptures.
Winds move from west to east so they bring the acid precipitation from across the
continental US.
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STATION K: DEFORESTATION

101.

About 82% of temperate forests have been cleared for crop fields and urban development. (T or F)

102 – 105.

What are the harmful effects of deforestation?

106-107. Explain why deforestation can reduce soil fertility.

108.-110. What strategies can be used to protect our boreal and deciduous forests.
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STATION K: DEFORESTATION
101.

About 82% of temperate forests have been cleared for crop fields and urban development. (T or F)

102 – 105.

What are the harmful effects of deforestation?
• Reduces biodiversity and the ecological
services provided by the forests
• Destruction of habitats for many species
who live in the forests
• Greenhouse gases escape into
troposphere as there are fewer trees to
absorb them
• Bioaccumulations- chemicals
increasingly concentration in animal
tissues as they move up the food chain
• Can cause regional climate and forests
will have problems regenerating
• Releases large amounts of carbon dioxide which affects global climate change by
producing a drier and hotter climate
• It will take at least 200 years to accumulate the amount of carbon dioxide stored in
• the original forest
• Reduces the control of water movements
• Increases soil erosion

106-107. Explain why deforestation can reduce soil fertility.
•
•
•
•

Humus is not replaced.
Nutrients are washed away downwards.
Leaves do not fall to create humus.
The vegetation creates most of the nutrients

108.-110. What strategies can be used to protect our boreal and deciduous forests.
•
•
•
•

Preserve intact forest landscapes and tracts
Establishment of planned protected areas
Undertake restoration measures in areas with high restoration potential
Ensure that intact forest in existing and planned protected areas are adequately
preserved
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STATION L: REINTRODUCTION OF WOLVES INTO YELLOWSTONE
Background:
•
•
•
•
•

Yellowstone, the United States’ first National Park, was established in 1872
It is largest remaining continuous area of undeveloped land in the United
States
In order to make it a more safe and enjoyable place for visitors, predator
control was introduced
In the early 1900s on, predators such as wolves, bears, coyotes and mountain
lions were systematically hunted and trapped
In 1926, the last Grey Wolf was killed in Yellowstone.

Environmental Effects on Food Web of Yellowstone
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The wolf was the main predator of the elk herds the elk population greatly increased.
Elks love to eat willow saplings, there was a reduction in the amount of willow trees
The reduction of willows led to an increase in the stem diameter of the willows,
Many willows remaining where then too thick for the beavers to use for their dams.
The willows help stabilize the riverbanks, so fewer willows led to the widening of many
rivers.
Both the river widening and the missing beaver dams led to a change in the river flow, which
had a negative impact on fish populations.
Fewer willow trees also impacted bird populations, since these not only feed on willow seeds
but also use them as habitats.
Because of the wolves’ huge impact on many other species of the Yellowstone ecosystem,
ecologists consider them a keystone species

Reintroduction of Wolves into Yellowstone
•
•
•
•
•

In 1995, 14 Canadian wolves were brought to Yellowstone, and a year later, another 17 were reintroduced.
Before the wolves were let free, they were held in large enclosed pens, which is called soft release
technique, because the animals had time to acclimatize to their new environment.
Human contact was kept as little as possible, and the wolves were fed bison, moose, elk or deer that had
died in the park.
In order to keep track of their movements, the wolves were fitted with radio collars.
The individuals that were released into the park produced offspring, and in 2004, the wolf population
inside the park consisted of 171 individuals, the population outside of the park 324.
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STATION L: REINTRODUCTION OF WOLVES INTO YELLOWSTONE
Impacts of Reintroduction
• According to the Yellowstone National Park Website, the wolves help
“regulate prey populations, control disease, and provide food to a wide
variety of other animals such as ravens, magpies, and grizzly bears
• The wolf’s presence appears to be leading to greater biodiversity and
stability”.
• Wolves typically leave humans alone – contrary to myths.

Concerns of Reintroduction
•
•
•
•

•
•

When the wolves were reintroduced, there was a lot of critic from concerned people.
Many ranchers were afraid that t they would prey on cattle and domestic animals.
Wolves also roam outside the boundaries of the park, and between 1995 and 2004, 219 cattle and 516
sheep in the greater Yellowstone area were killed.
Due to this, many ranchers are fighting for the right to hunt and kill wolves that attack livestock on their
property. In order to prevent this, a nonprofit organization, Defenders of Wildlife, reimburse ranchers who
can prove that a wolf has preyed on their livestock.
Ranchers also state that there has been a reduction in their cattle weight, because the cattle can only graze
in less areas.
Others fear the migration of the wolves into human habitat, which they think could cause a threat to pets
and humans, and the elk hunting business in Gardinger in Wyoming, has declined significantly due to the
smaller elk herds.
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STATION L: REINTRODUCTION OF WOLVES INTO YELLOWSTONE

111. When was Yellowstone Park created? Why is it such a special environmental preserve?
112. What program was introduced resulted in the destruction the wolves. Why was it initiated?
113. When was this control program initiated and when was the last wolf destroyed?

114-115. What were the effects of eliminating the wolves on the food web of Yellowstone?

116. Why are wolves considered such an important specie to the stability of the Yellowstone ecosystem.
117. When were the wolves reintroduced and what process was used? How did the process help
the wolves being introduced?

118. What should have been done to ensure the greatest possible genetic diversity for the new wolf population?

119.-120. What were the benefits and difficulties with the reintroduction of the wolves? Was it worth the
effort?
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STATION L: REINTRODUCTION OF WOLVES INTO YELLOWSTONE
111. When was Yellowstone Park created? Why is it such a special environmental preserve?
Yellowstone, the United States’ first National Park, was established in 1872
It is largest remaining continuous area of undeveloped land in the United States
112. What program was introduced resulted in the destruction the wolves. Why was it initiated?
Predator control was introduced in order to make it a more safe and enjoyable place for visitors
113. When was this control program initiated and when was the last wolf destroyed?
In the early 1900s on, predators such as wolves, bears, coyotes and mountain lions were
systematically hunted and trapped
In 1926, the last Grey Wolf was killed in Yellowstone
114-115. What were the effects of eliminating the wolves on the food web of Yellowstone?
It had a cascading effect through the food web and ecosystem
• The wolf was the main predator of the elk herds the elk population greatly increased.
• Elks love to eat willow saplings, there was a reduction in the amount of willow trees
• The reduction of willows led to an increase in the stem diameter of the willows,
• Many willows remaining where then too thick for the beavers to use for their dams.
• The willows help stabilize the riverbanks, so fewer willows led to the widening of many rivers.
• Both the river widening and the missing beaver dams led to a change in the river flow, which
had a negative impact on fish populations.
• Fewer willow trees also impacted bird populations, since these not only feed on willow seeds but
also use them as habitats.
116. Why are wolves considered such an important specie to the stability of the Yellowstone ecosystem.
Because of the wolves’ huge impact on many other species of the Yellowstone ecosystem, ecologists
consider them a keystone species
117. When were the wolves reintroduced and what process was used? How did the process help
the wolves being introduced?
• In 1995, 14 Canadian wolves were brought to Yellowstone, and a year later, another 17 were
reintroduced.
• Before the wolves were let free, they were held in large enclosed pens, which is called soft release
technique, because the animals had time to acclimatize to their new environment.
• Human contact was kept as little as possible, and the wolves were fed bison, moose, elk or deer that
had died in the park.
118. What should have been done to ensure the greatest possible genetic diversity for the new wolf population?
Introduce wolves from several different populations and locations to allow the greatest possible
genetic diversity
119.-120. What were the benefits and difficulties with the reintroduction of the wolves? Was it worth the
effort? Benefits - the wolves help “regulate prey populations, control disease, and provide food to a wide
variety of other animals such as ravens, magpies, and grizzly bears so the wolf’s presence appears to
be leading to greater biodiversity and stability”.
Difficulties – The wolves roam outside the park and kill ranchers livestock. They also reduce
the population of grazing wildlife popular to hunters as elk. Yes it was worth the effort for the
ecosystem stability and populations of organisms in Yellowstone. Ranchers are being compensated for
their livestock losses.
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